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Inspired by Professor Vesna’s project, HOX Zodiac, we wanted to take our 
own spin onto the  HOX Zodiac. Upon hearing the HOX Zodiac, we were 
fascinated with the concept as we are both Asian Americans. With our  
version of the HOX Zodiac, we want to tie it back to our cultures and 
animals (Rachel: Snake and Korean & Charles: Dragon and 
Vietnamese/Chinese) and create our own fusion of the HOX Zodiac 
Dinner. 

Through the lens of our cultures and zodiac animals, we want to create our 
own dinner where we have dishes that tie back into the HOX Zodiac. We 
heavily want to focus on bring our culture and putting our perspective into 
the dishes. Common ingredients used in Korean cuisine include: Gochugaru 
(Korean Chili Powder), Sesame Seeds, Soybean Paste, etc. Common 
ingredients in Vietnamese cuisine include: Fish sauce, Oyster sauce, Shrimp 
Paste, Rock Sugar, etc. 

In addition to the food, we want to design a table setting in which we utilize 
specific elements from our animals. Design elements such as color, textiles, 
patterns, materials, and other decor will be curated to create the optimal 
combination of the Snake and Dragon.

For the exhibition, we would like to bring some dishes for the class to 
consume on the day of the final. We would also like to set up a table that 
reflects the table we created for our own HOX Zodiac Dinner. In addition 
to the food being brought, we would also want to showcase the recipes and 
photos that we documented throughout the process of our fusion dinner. 

ABSTRACT



Hox Zodiac Project by Victoria Vesna 
and Siddharth Ramakrishnan

We would like to expand on the Hox Zodiac project and bring in our own 
perspectives. We are culturally and spiritually close to Lunar New Year 
traditions, so we would like to explore the science behind the foods we 
grew up with and incorporate them into new traditions.

The Hox Zodiac dinner as it exists today is very culturally diverse– for 
example, there is documentation on the website that pan de yuca, 
klassisches schnitzel mit kartoffelsalat, chai, wild boar, etc. have been 
explored as dishes that honor the pig. We felt like there were few 
contributions from people of East Asian/Southeast Asian people in the Hox 
Zodiac dinners when the Lunar New Year is celebrated mostly within those 
cultures, so we would like to go more in depth on East Asian/Southeast 
Asian cuisine and science for our project. 

Our Snake and Dragon dinner would specifically focus on Korean, 
Vietnamese, and Chinese cuisine while exploring the science, foods, herbs, 
mythology, folklore, and I Ching texts that are relevant to the Snake and 
Dragon. 

We are inspired by the design elements of the the Hox Zodiac project 
which uses color, shape, and illustration very intentionally. For the design of 
our dinner, we would like to keep this intention in mind and research more 
about the Snake and the Dragon.



CONTEXT & PRECEDENCE

In Chinese and Korean cultures, there is a deep-rooted 
tradition of communal eating. You can see this value 
manifest in the way that the dining table is designed– 
“round tables, round dishes, and round bowls all 
symbolize union… Dishes are usually placed at the center 
of the table so that everyone around the table can share 
them. A hot pot, in particular, adds to the atmosphere of 
harmony and union” (“Chinese Tradition”). 

In Korean tradition, the way that the dining table is set is 
so that everyone may share all of the dishes communally. 
Side dishes called “banchan” are placed around the table 
with one or two main dishes in the very center. This 
practice is so common that when you go to a Korean 
restaurant, diners almost always get served a variety of 
banchan for free. 

In contemporary American culture, it is more common for 
individuals to eat separately from their family, often eating 
alone while watching a video or while finishing. We 
believe that setting aside a designated time to eat with 
your friends and family brings you closer to your 
community and is a powerful way to bond with those who 
you care for and learn more about them. We hope to 
emphasize this idea in the concept and design of our Hox 
Zodiac project.



Judy Chicago’s “The Dinner Party” (1974-1979)

Inspiration



Plating Design for the Hox Zodiac honoring the TIGER and the OX

Photos / videos / animations / drawings…
Documentation



“엄마 밥상” / “Mom’s Table”



The science behind zodiac animals on the Hox Zodiac website.



Snake Dragon



Rachel Kim - Photographer & Chef
Charles Tran - Table Set Designer & Chef

GROUP – ROLES



• WEEK 6
○  Research in ingredients and elements of Snake and Dragon

•WEEK 7
○  Generate and test out recipes, gather materials for table set design 

•WEEK 8
○ Dinner Party + Documentation

•WEEK 9
○  Editing photos, creating menu for the exhibition, finalizing and printing recipes

• WEEK 10 – FINAL / exhibition
○ Table Setting Design + Dishes for class

SCHEDULE



Rachel and I have hosted a couple of dinners before with our small group of friends where we all make a dish for the group. 
We are excited to host another dinner party but with a theme of the HOX Zodiac. In addition to that, we hope to gain 
more knowledge about your zodiac animals and our cultures. We are excited to see the experimentation and fusion of both 
of our cultures into the dishes we create.

We are also excited to contribute to Professor Vesna’s HOX Zodiac and have our own perspective into it. We hope to 
create dishes that are delicious and also have a lot of research and thought behind the creation of the dishes and the design 
of the table.

Additionally, we will dive into the science and mythology of the ingredients and foods that we use for our dishes. We hope 
that our class will enjoy the food that we will present to the class. Our recipe for our dishes will also preserve our love and 
experimentation for this project and hopefully, someone will recreate our own recipes for themselves to have! 

CONCLUSION
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